The House of Black and White SOLUTION
Players fill in the 6x6 grid according to the snippets that the girl committed to memory (bullet points).
The final grid of black and white masks looks like this (jump down for walkthrough to get here):

Since the girl was blind, it follows that we’re using Braille. Divide the grid into Braille sections and extract letters
(black masks being the bumps):

Answer word: SIRIUS

● Three columns each had two lone black masks. These columns were not adjacent to one another.
● Two rows each had two lone black masks as well. They were also not adjacent to one another and
neither was on the top or the bottom row.

You don’t get much from the first two phrases in the beginning but they are useful constraints for later.
● There were only two locations with three black masks in a line: one in the bottom row with only white
masks for company; the other was in a column above a white mask and two black masks.

This phrase tells you that the bottom-right corner has to be white (since that row has a row of 3 black
and the rest are white).
It also tells you that a column [312
 ] exists (and it can’t be one of the outer columns due to the position
of those white masks).

● The third column had three masks of each color, none of which neighbored their own color.

Fill in the third column: since you start already knowing a black mask is at the end, you alternate the
rest.
● The second row alternated from black to white, until the last mask broke the pattern.

Fill in the second row: same idea, you know a black mask, so you know the rest of the row.

● There were only two locations with three black masks in a line: one in the bottom row with only white
masks for company; the other was in a column above a white mask and two black masks.

Since row 2 is filled in, you can determine which column is [312] (the fifth one). You can also fill in the
bottom row to make a group of three black masks surrounded by white masks.
● Three columns each had two lone black masks. These columns were not adjacent to one another.
● Two rows each had two lone black masks as well. They were also not adjacent to one another and
neither was on the top or the bottom row.

Thinking back to the first phrases: there are 3 columns with 2 separate single black masks. One must
be 1st or 2nd column, and the others are 4th and 6th columns necessarily. So you can surround the
black mask in the 6th column with white masks since it is in a group of one. Use the same logic on the
2 rows to place them in the 3rd and 5th rows, the only two that are not adjacent. Surround black masks
with white masks in these rows as well.

● Only once did a line of four or more masks of the same color occur: in the fourth column there was a line
of four white masks.

You can connect the white masks in the 4th column to make a line of four. And, since the fourth column
also has two single black masks, you know the top mask must be black.
● One row and one column both started the same way: one white mask followed by two black masks.

Only the 1st column and the 4th row could start with [12] so fill in those masks.

● Three columns each had two lone black masks. These columns were not adjacent to one another.
● Two rows each had two lone black masks as well. They were also not adjacent to one another and
neither was on the top or the bottom row.

After this you can finish the grid since you now know which 3 columns and 2 rows have two separate
single black masks. The 6th column gets its second black mask, white masks surround the first mask in
the 2nd column, and the final two spaces are black masks.

Error: alternate solution discovered

● Three columns each had only two black masks. The black masks in each of these three columns were
not next to each other. These columns were also not adjacent to one another.
● Two rows each had two lone black masks as well. They were also not adjacent to one another and
neither was on the top or the bottom row.
● There were only two locations with three black masks in a line: one in the bottom row with only white
masks for company; the other was in a column above a white mask and two black masks.
● The third column had three masks of each color, none of which neighbored their own color.
● The second row alternated from black to white, until the last mask broke the pattern.
● Only once did a line of four or more masks of the same color occur: in the fourth column there was a line
of four white masks.
● One row and one column both started the same way: one white mask followed by two black masks.

